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By Rodney Carey

“It’s the economy, stupid.”

James Carville’s Clinton campaign motto couldn’t resonate more today. This month’s elections send a loud message from the
voting public, a message of discontent over recent economic stagnation, not an outright endorsement of any party.

The public plea to our new leaders is FIX THE ECONOMY and do it fast — act aggressively toward economic change and
remove obstacles, delays and stall tactics so our systems can function.

It’s no secret that the American economy needs wage growth.  Since September 2009, the Obama

administration has insisted “job growth is on the rise.” What they aren’t saying is that the jobs being created pay less than jobs
that were lost.

The solution to wage growth in a global economy with massive excess capacity is complicated. If you make less, you have less to
spend — and diminished purchasing power suppresses consumer confidence. What comes next is less demand for goods and
services, leading to a self-fulfilling prophecy of continued economic slowdown. Fear creates reality.

Our housing industry debacle is crippling every sector of the American economy. There must be a stabilization of housing before
the economy can grow. Housing won’t be the primary driver in a broader economic recovery as in the past — all the experts
agree — but it’s imperative to stabilize housing values so our economy can breathe.

Our Michigan legislators must realize that modifying housing debt doesn’t work; all the programs designed to keep a delinquent
homeowner in a home and paying his mortgage are crippling the marketplace. Incentives created to solve this crisis have done
what they were designed to do: Prevent foreclosures. They haven’t solved anything. They’ve simply STOPPED our economy
from moving forward.

Until we clean up the mess — beginning with a horribly devalued housing market — we stand no chance of a full recovery.

Since the 2008 election, the average time to foreclose and liquidate a property has grown to more than 18 months (the longest
time on record) and leading ratings agency Fitch Ratings estimates it will take nearly four years to liquidate existing inventory if
we begin immediately. Fitch “believes that the extension in foreclosure and liquidation timelines is prolonging the housing
correction,” along with widespread economic stabilization.

Lender Processing Services (LPS) reports that the average number of days delinquent for loans in foreclosure has now reached
484. That’s an awfully long time to live in a home without paying mortgage, taxes and insurance. Do we want to become a nation
of free-loaders? Headlines and pundits continue to call for reviews and moratoriums. This has to stop.
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Take a look at the numbers: In July 2009, the Census Bureau reported approximately 130 million housing units in this country.
LPS September 2010 data reported 4.3 million first mortgages delinquent 90-plus days or in foreclosure. That means the stalling
can only help a mere 3.3 percent of all housing units in the country ... a good percentage of which are investor properties that
don’t qualify for modification assistance.

In a Nov. 1 article, the Wall Street Journal reported that “...defaulters living in their homes are getting a subsidy worth about $2.6
billion a month.”

Foreclosure is painful, costly and not good for anyone: not the borrower, not their neighbors, not the government and certainly
not the bank.

Bottom line? Nearly 97 percent of us who continue to pay our mortgages are not being represented by our legislators.

Plus, we are continuing to endure property value erosion. Reduced values translate to lower taxes and accordingly, our local and
state governments are struggling to provide programs, protection, education and infrastructure.

As a tax-paying citizen who pays my mortgage on time every month, I want to see my government do all it can do to re-ignite our
economy, stabilize my neighborhood and hold accountable people who do not play by the rules. I have witnessed the homes in
my neighborhood return to 2001 values and the local housing market become frozen as a result of foreclosure moratoriums,
process reviews and homeowner stall tactics.

Let’s find an affordable place to live for those who CAN’T pay their mortgage and let someone who CAN pay buy the homes in
my neighborhood. This is the only way to stabilize values and get the housing industry, and the economy at-large, moving again.

Rodney Carey is CEO of Woodward Asset Capital, parent company to OfferSubmission.com and soon-to-be-released
VerifiedShortSale.com. His Southfield, company seeks to resolve problems and smooth processes in the REO and Short Sale
systems.
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